In 2015/16, 338 Bristol Pioneers donated more than £1 million to the University, and in so doing they have collectively helped key projects move forward faster, contributed to scholarships, and made an important difference to teaching and research at Bristol. Please accept our thanks for your donations.

£25,000+
Dr Gerald Avison (BSc 1962, PhD 1967)
Mr Richard H Cunningham (BEng 1962)*
Mrs Edith Lee
Ms Pauline Lee
Dr Leonarda E C Marazzi (PhD 2002)
Mr John C Maynard (BSc 1969)*
Mr Stephen B Scobie (BA 1988) and Mrs Anne H Graham
Ms Lesley G Silvester (Jackson) (BA 1968) and Mr Ely Jacques Kahn III
Mr Robin J Tombs (BSc 1991)

£1,000-£4,999
Mr Darius M Albara (BEng 1986)*
Mr Simon T Aird (BSc 1993)*
Mr Omar Al-Nuaimi (LLB 1994) and Mrs Sarah Al-Nuaimi
His Excellency Dr Mohamed Musa Al-Yousef (MSc 1995)*
Dr Brian Ault (BSc 1977, PhD 1980)
Mr Allan Aw (BSc 1971)
Mr G Gavin Bacon (LLB 1979)*
Mr Ian Baggs (BSc 1987) and Mrs Deborah Baggs*
Mr Louis Baker (BSc 1983)*
Henrietta C Caldow (BSc 1992)*
Dr Celia E Bangham (MB ChB 1977)*
Mr Stuart W Barnett (BSc 1973) and Mrs Carol Barnett*
Dr Amitava Basak and Mrs Shyamali Basak*
Mr Philip J Beer (LLB 1995) and Mrs Marianne Beer*
Mr Richard T Bennett (LLB 1973) and Mrs Helen M Bennett (Tailby) (BSc 1973)*
Dr Anthony N Bethell (LLB 1973) and Mrs Clare E Cutler (Wight) (LLB 1994)*
Mr Peter G Davidson (BSc 1978)

£5,000-£24,999
Mr David M J Attwood (BSc 2008)*
Mr Simon J Beddow (LLB 1986) and Professor Lucy A Henry (BSc 1986)*
Mr Andrew E J Burton (BA 1988) and Mrs Anna-Marie Burton*
Mr Russ Carr (BSc 1969) and Mrs Linda Carr (Gregory) (BSc 1969)
Mr Tony Cates (BSc 1987)*
Dr Leon M Cobb (EVSc 1956)
Alderman Peter K Estlin (BSc 1982)*
Dr Stuart A Goldsmith (BA 1966, Honorary LLD 2007) and Mrs Elinor Goldsmith*
Dr Stephen P Goodwin (BSc 1979, PhD 1985) and Mrs Gillian M Goodwin (Powell) (BSc 1983)*
Professor Andrew P Halestrap (PhD 1973, DSc 1987)*
Professor Andrew J Hibbert (BSc 1979)*
Mr Anthony H W Luckhurst (BSc 1974, MSc 1975)*
Professor Peter James Marshall CBE FBA (Honorary DLitt 2008)
Mr Alastair J G Matchett (BSc 1991, MSc 1993)*
Mr Murray L Orr (BSc 1980)
Mr Timothy R V Parton (BSc 1986)
Mrs Jan Phillips (Brtwell) (LLB 1983)*
Mr John D W Pocock (BSc 1982)
Mrs Nicole J Ronson Allalouf (Ronson) (BA 1994)
Dr Geoffrey H Rowley (BA 1958, Honorary LLD 2011)*
Mr James N B Rucker (BSc 1978) and Mrs Frances Rucker
Mr George E S Seligman (BSc 1973) and Mrs Veronique S Seligman (Pat) (BSc 1975)
Mr Andrew Sulston (BA 1991) and Ms Junko Nakata*
Mr Patrick L C To (BSc 1973)*
Mr Nigel W Wray (BSc 1970, Honorary LLD 2005)*

£1,000-£4,999
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Mr Edward T Whitley (BSc 1976)*
Mr Stephen T Wiggan (BA 2002)
Mr Anthony K Williams (BSc 1962)*
Mr Peter G Williams (BSc 1952)*
Mrs Kathryn Wills (Matthews) (BSc 1981) and Mr Rupert Wills (BSc 1982)*
Mrs Linda J Wilson (LLB 1982) and Mr Graham Mullan
Dr Chris A Wright (BSc 1968, PhD 1971) and Mrs Joy Wright*
Mr Jeremy W Wright (BA 1982) and Mrs Clare Wright*
Mr Charles A Wynn-Evans (LLB 1988)*
Dr Yun Xu (PhD 2007)*
Mr Chris Youell (BSc 1978)
Dr Allen Zimbler*

The University of Bristol also wishes to thank 43 donors who preferred to remain anonymous.

* We have recognised all donors who have given to the University for five consecutive years or longer with an asterisk.